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ABSTRACT 

This paper deals with the calculation of higher 
order moments of traffic overflowing from 
groups of full access. 

For the factorial moments, the ordinary moments 
and the central moments of such an overflow 
traffic, an elementary derivation is presented 
which does not employ a transformation by means 
of generating functions • 

Furthermore, higher order moments of the traf
fic carried in finite secondary groups are 
considered. Exact, explicit formulae are de
rived for the factorial, ordinary and central 
moments of the traffic carried in a finite se
condary group of full access. 

The presented formulae for higher order moments 
are illustrated by numerical examples. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In communication networks with alternate rou
ting facilities, overflow systems are used to 
a large extent. In such a system, the traffic 
overflowing behind a trunk group can be offered 
to one or more further groups. 

An exact calculation of the loss probabilities 
of overflow systems [1-6J is in most cases not 
suitable for practical applications. Therefore 
the various groups of an overflow system are 
usually calculated separately. The usual for
mulae for offered pure chance traffic, however, 
are -strictly speaking- not applicable to 
groups with offered overflow traffic, as the 
statistical properties of overflow traffic (in 
particular the moments of second and higher 
order) are different from those of a pure 
chance traffic of the same mean value. 

In various methods which are well suited for 
practical applications, the first moment (mean) 
as well as the second moment (variance or va
riance coefficient, respectively) of offered 
overflow traffic are taken into account [7-21]. 
For many cases, exact formulae for the variance 
of overflow traffic are available [7,15,22-29]. 
For overflow traffic behind groups of full 
access with offered Poisson traffic, the fac
torial moments of arbitrary order have also 
been determined by J.Riordan (7J. All of these 
exact formulae for the moments of second and 
higher order have been derived with the aid of 
generating functions. 

For overflow traffic behind groups with offered 
Poisson traffic, the moments of second and 
higher order can, however, also be derived in 
an elementary way without employing a transfor
mation by means of generating functions. In 
section 2 of this paper, the formula for the 
factorial moments of overflow traffic behind a 
group of full access is derived elementarily. 
Furthermore, a new representation of these fac
torial moments is presented leading directly 
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to formulae which are of a similar structure as 
the well-known formula for the variance of over
flow traffic. An explicit formula is also given 
for the ordinary and 'central moments of arbi
trary order. In section 3, explicit formulae 
are derived for the factorial, ordinary and 
central moments of the traffic carried in a 
finite secondary group of full access. 

The exact formulae derived in sections 2 and 3 
hold true for the case that the considered 
overflow system has a full access primary group 
and that a Poisson traffic is offered to this 
primary group. The presented formulae for fac
torial, ordinary and central moments are illus
trat~d by numerical examples. The application 
of h1gher order moments is not discussed in 
this paper. 

2. MOMENTS OF OVERFLOW TRAFFIC 

2.1 EQUATIONS OF STATE 

For calculating higher order moments of overflow 
traffic, the model of a very simple overflow 
system is considered which is shown in fig. 1. 

primary 
group 

secondary 
group 

A 

! 

n 2 - 00 

Fig. 1: Model of an overflow system with 
an unlimited secondary group 

In this overflow system, a Poisson traffic 
with the mean A is offered to a primary group 
consisting of n~ trunks with full access. The 
traffic R1 overrlowing behind this primary 
group is offered to an unlimited secondary 
group with n2 - 00 trunks. 

·The number of busy trunks in the primary group 
be denoted by %1 and the number of busy trunks 
in the secondary group by x2- The probability 
that x1 trunks are busy in the primary group be 
named P1(x1), and the probability that x2trunks 
are busy in the secondary group be named P2(x21 
Furthermore, the probability that x1 ~runks are 
busy in the primary group and x trunkS are 
busy in the secondary group be ffenoted by 
P(x1 ,x2)· 
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The probabilities P1(x1 ) of the primary group 
can be calculated by means of the well-known 
Erlang formula [30] 

P1(X,) 
n1 AZ 

z~ Z! 
(1 ) 

o • X, ~ n1 . 

With the aid of eq.(1) the loss probability B1 
of the primary group 

(2) 

is obtained, which in this case can also be re
garded as the overflow probability of the pri
mary group. For the overflow traffic R1 holds 

and th~ traffic Y1 carried on the primary 
group 1.S 

n1 

~ = L: X, 'P1(X1) = A - R1 • (4) 
X1=O 

For the overflow system shown in fig. 1 the 
following equations of state are obtained [7 
15,23] according to the principle of statisti
cal equilibrium 

(X1+X2I-A) ' P(X1I X2} = (X1 +1)'p(X11-11 X2) 

+(X2 + 1Jp (X'I X2 +1 ) 

+ A 'p(x1-1;X2 ) 

(n1+x2+A)'p(n1Ix2) = (x2+1) · p(n1/~+1) 

+ A . 'P(n1-~ x2 ) 

(5a) 

+ A . P (n'Ox2- 1) J (5b) 

where 

for X1 ~ 0 , 

x1 > n1 , 

x; < 0 , 

The sum of all probabilities is equal to unity 

-1. (5c) 

In addition to the equations (5a) and (5b), 
which are referring to the whole overflow sys
tem (primary group plus secondary group), the 
following equation is obtained if the princip
le of statistical equilibrium is applied to 
the secondary group separately·) 

(X21'-1)'P2(Xz+1) = A·p(nf,xz) I (6)' 
~ ~ o. 

-) Eq.(6) can also be derived in a different way 
by summ~ng up eqs.(5a) and (5b) for x1-O •• n1 , 
x2uO •• x2 and then replacing x2 by x2 • 
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The probabilities P1(x1 ) and P2(x2) can be con
sidered as partial sumS of the pr~babilities 
p(x1 ,x2) : 

00 

P,,(XA ) 2: P(X1) X2) (7) 
X2=O 

n1 

P2 (X2) 2: p(X11 x2) (8) 
X1=o 

2.2 EQUATIONS FOR THE MOMENTS 

The ordinary moments m (x ) of order r(r > 0) 
of the overflow traffie (6r the probabili~y 
distribution in the secondary group, respecti
vely) are defined as 

00 

= 2: x;· P,JXJ) 
x2=O 

(9) 

and the factorial moments ~(x2) of order r as 

Mr(Xl) = f (:~·r! 'P2(XZ) 
x2=o (10) 

For r o and r = 1 follows 

mo (Xl) 1'10 (Xl) ;j (11 ) 

m1 (X2) 111 (Xl) R1 (12) 

The so-called central moments Pr(x2) about the 
mean are defined as 

00 r 
JJ.'1' (KJ ) = 2: {x2 - n?1 (X2) ~ • P2 (K2 ) • (13) 

)(2,&0 

It is well known that the second ordinary mo
ment m2(x2 ) of the overflowing traffic is given 
by the formula [7,15,23] 

ml, (X2) A- R1 
+ R-1 n1 +1- A· (4-~1) (14) 

corresponding to the factorial moment 

1'1; (Xl) 
AR" 

n , +1-A(4-B,,) (15) 

The variance V of the overflow traffic R1 , i.~ 
the central mo~ent of second order, is, accor
dingly, given by the formula [7,15,22,23] 

R2 
--:----"--, -- - Rl + R
.81 ' [n1 + 1-A (1-B1~ 1 1 

(16) 

In the subsequent calculation of moments of 
higher order ,(r > 2) it is convenient to use 
factorial moments H-(x2) according to eq.(10) 
and conditional factor~al moments M (x2 I x1 ) 
which are defined as r 

1'1,. (x.2\X,,) = f (~~) . .,.! 'P(X1IXJ) 
x2 c o (17) 

From eq.(10) and eq.(17) follows 

(18) 
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The calculation of the factorial moments is 
based on the equations of state (5a) - (5c) and 
(6). Therefore, as a first step of the evalu- ' 
ation, equations for the factorial moments are 
to be derived from these eq~ations of state • 
By J.Riordan [7],J.Chast~ [3] and U.Herz~g 
[15,23] this bas been achieved with the aid of 
a transfo~tion by means of generating func
tions. These equations for the factorial mo
ments can, however, also be obtained by means 
of an elementary derivation, i.e. without the 
use of gene~ating functions, in the following 
way. 

Multiplyi~ eq. (6) by the factor (~) .r! and 
summing up for all values x2 ~ 0 leads to the 
equation 

00 00 

L (X,. ~ 1)' (~1''''! . P2 (K2"1) 
X2 = O 

A· L (~2})'"! 'p(n1 IXl) 
~=o 

Inserting 

( KJ+1) ( ) I 
"Y"+4 • """+1 • 

one obtains 

f (~l::).('tf 1)! ' P2(X2M) 
x2 =0 

A· f; (~2)')'"! ' p(n1IK2) 
x2 =o 

(19) , 

Substituting x2+1=x2 in the su~ on the left 
side of eq.(19J yields 

1: (~~)-(r+1)! ·p2(Xi) = A- f (~}1/ P(YI-"X2). (20) 
x; =1 xz=o 

, 
Replacing the summation parameterx2 on the 
left side of eq.(20) by x and changing the 
lower bound of this summa~ion into 0 one ob
tains 

00 i: (:}1) ·(,.,..,.1)! 'P2 (x1) = A· L (~9 ·r!·p(n1/~) . 
x2 = 0 x2 =o (21) 

With eq.(10) and eq.(17), eq.(21) leads to 

or 
= A· J'1,. (x2 In.,) 

= A ' I1r-1 (Xl In,) (22) 

In eq.(22), the factorial moment H-(x~) is ex
pressed as a function of the conditional fac
torial moment Mr _1 (x I n1). A further equation 
for the conditional factorial moments can be ob
tained form eq.(5a). Multiplying eq.(5a) by the 
factor (~).r! and summing up for all values 
x2 ~ 0 as shown above leads to 

(X,+/I)· M,. (xli X,M) 

+ A, 11.,. (X2.IX.,-1) , 

(23) 

where, of course, ~(x2 -1) is equal to zero. 

Eq.(23) represents a recursion formula for the 
conditional factorial moments Mr(X~ I x1). As 
mentioned above, eq.(22) and eq.(2 ) have al
read~ been derived by J.Riordan C7 and U.Her
zog l15,23L 

2.3 THE FACTORIAL MOMENTS 

With the aid of eq.(22) and eq.(23), the fac
torial moments can in principle be determined 
in the following way. First t the conditional 
factorial moments M,,(x~ I %1) are calculated 
with the aid or eq.{23). Then the factorial 
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moments ~(x2) are obtained by means of eq.(22). 
In particular, an easy, elementary derivation 
of the second factorial moment (and thus of the 
variance) of overflow traffic can be achieved 
in this way directly [31]. 

Eq.(23) represents a difference equation for 
the conditional factorial moments H.... (x2 I x1 ) • 
According to E.Brockmeyer [1] this difference 
equation has the following solution [7,8,9] 

(24) 

where 

(25) 

(In [7] the notation Er,.(m) is used instead of 
S JThe S-polynomials 'according to eq.(25) 
f~l'il the following conditions [1] 

Sr-1,m ~ S1jm-1 (26) 

(27) 

These S-polynomials can be evaluated easily 
by means of successive additions according to 
eq.(26), starting with the S-polygomials for 
r = 0 and m = 0, respectively [1J]. 
From eq.(18) and eq.(24) follows 

n1 

1'1.,. (xz) = Mr(x~lo)· L S7jX, 
)(,=0 

With eq.(27), eq.(28) yields 

= 
11.,. (Xl ) 

5.1"14, n1 

With eq.(24) one ,obtains for x1 = n1 

(28) 

(29) 

H.,.O.2ln') = 11r-(~l) ' ~r,n1 (30) 
T"+", n1 

After replacing r by r-1 in eq.(30), the fol
lowing relation is obtained from eq.(22) and 
eq. (30) S;_4, n

1 11.,. (xJ) A . 1'1,.._1 (~). -"""S--"'-
r,n1 

. (31) 

'Eq.(31) represents a recursion formula for the 
factorial moments Hr(x2). Multiplying the fac-
torial moments M1(x2), M2(x2), •• ·, ~(x2) 
according to eq.(31) and takillg eq.(11) into 
account, one obtains (after rearranging terms) 

An., 
r S, n" _ A"". n1 ! 111'(xJ ) = A . -'- - 5 

S-r,n" "',n1 (32) 
r.o , 

where S is given by eq.(25). Eq.(32) is an 
explicit'?ormula for the factorial moments of 
arbitrary order r. (As mentioned above, this 
formula has already been derived by J.Riordan 
with the aid of generating functions). 

For a numerical evaluation on a computer, for
mula (32) is well suited because the S-poly
nomiala can be calculated easi1y, e.g. with 
the aid of eq.(26), as stated above. 
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In case of the second factorial moment M2(x2)' 
however, the use of the well-known formula t15) 
is still more convenient than an application of 
eq.(32), because in eq.(15) the second factori
al moment is expressed as a function of the va
values A, n1 , B1 and R1 only (where B1 and R1 
are known according to the Erlang loss formu
la), without respect to the S-polynomials (25). 

Accordingly, an expression of the higher order 
factorial moments without the use of S-polyno
mials would be desirable. Therefore, a fur
ther formula will subsequently be derived 
which enables the representation of the fac
torial moments without employing S-polynomi
als • 

With the abbreviation 

K = .,. S'1jn1 

n., AV 

y~ VI 

one obtains from eqs.(1), (2) and (32) 

AY-'B", 

K.,. 

Inserting eq.(25) in eq.(33) yields 

With z n1-w one obtains 

n., 

.2: 
z==o 

or, with regard to eq.(1), 

(34) 

(36) 

By means of eq.(34)and eq.(36), the factorial 
moments M (x/) are now expressed as a function 
of.the prSbanility distribution P1(x1 ) of the 
pr1mary group only. 

For the binomial coefficient in eq.(36) holds 
[32] 

(The validity of eq.(37) can easily be proved 
by means of induction). Inserting eq.(37) into 
eq.(36) yields 

"f r-1 
K = L L (-1)W.(Z).('Y'-~-I-~1-1V',Y'I (z) (38) r z=o "'=0 W "r" ;'/ W /1"'1 

Changing the sequence of the summations in eq. 
(38) leads to 

/(1' = l: i: (-1)'N. (!).(r~~~~~IVJf1(2) 
IV=O z=o 

or 
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Regarding that the factorial moments M*(x1 ) 
of the probability distribution in the

r
pr1mary 

group are defined as 
n1 

M; (X1) = L: (~1)'Tl'fJ.,(X1) ) 
X1=O 

(40) 

eq.(39) can be written as follows 

~1 ~ 
K ... L: (_1)W. ("1 +T-1~W). - • M* (X1) (41) 

r w:() r-1-w 'N! w • 

In the appendix it is shown that the following 
formula holds true for the factorial moments 
~(x1) 

(42) 

Inserting eq.(41) and eq.(42) in eq.(35) leads 
to the following formula for the factorial mo
ments Mr (x2) of the overflow traffic R1 

A"'·B1 

(43) 

In the explicit formula (43) the factorial mo
ments Mr (x2) of arbitrary order are expressed 
as a funct10n of the values A, n1 , B1 and R1 
only, whereas the S-polynomials t25) are 
avoided in eq.(43). 

For r = 1 and r = 2, eq.(43) of course yields 
the well-known formulae (12) and (14). For 
higher values of r one obtains (after rearrang
ing terms) with the aid of eq.(4) e.g. the 
following formulae 

where 
N/f = {(n1+3-3yt)·(n,+2).3'(A-Yt-R{n1)}'(n1+4) 

-A2 , Y1 + Ri' ni' (A+h,,- 4) , 

and 

where 

AS = { (n("If-If~)'(n1+3) +" (A-Ift- R{n,) f ·(n1+2),(n1+1) 

-1f'{A2,~ - R{n1'(A+ YJr 1)} • (n.,+1) +A~~ 

(44) 

(45a) 

(45b) 

(46a) 

- 'R1 'f)., , tAl + (n1-1)·(A+n1 -2) } (46b) 

In these formulae for the factorial moments, 
the terms in the denominators can of course 
be rearranged in various ways. 

2.4 THE ORDINARY MOMENTS 

From eq.(9) and eq.(10) the following rela
tions between the ordinary moments mr (x2 ) and 
the factorial moments ~(x2) can be obtained 
in addition to eqs.(11) ana (12) 
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112 m2 -m1 

113 m3 -3m2 + 2m1 , 

M* mlf - 6W13 +11m2 - ' rn, , (47) 

115 ms -10mlf +3Sm3 -50m2'" 2~m-1 

In these equations, the moments m (x2) and 
ML(x?) are denoted by m and 11 , ~esprectively, 
fOr reasons of simplicity. (rnrfact, these 
equations are valid for arbitrary probability 
distributions and are not 'constrained to the 
considered moments - of an overflow traffic). 
From eqs.(11), (12) and (47) follows 

tn2 112 + H4 , 

rn3 113 + 3/'12. + M1 
(48) 

Generally, the ordinary moments can be expressed 
by the factorial moments by means of the for
mula 

(49) 

where the constans 5 r k are the so-called Stir
ling numbers of the s~cond kind, which are de
fined as [33,34] 

r5""k , 
A le l-+k (k) . Y" 

I . L (-1) . i. 'L 
k . <'=1 (50) 

Thus, for the ordinary moments of overflow 
traffic behind groups of full access, the fol
lowing formula holds true 

"f' 

= L 5"t:k' HJc (Xl) I 

k::.1 ' 
(51 ) 

where the Stirling numbers 0 r k are given by 
eq.(50) and the factorial mom~nts Mk(x2) accor
ding to eq.(43) or eq.(32). 

2.5 THE CENTRAL MOMENTS 

The central moments Pr(x2) (about the mean 
value) which are defined by eq.(13) can be cal
culated easily by means of the ordinary 
moments mr (x2) according to the equation 

p" (x2 ) = t (-1/' (T)-m.r_i (x}) . m,,'(X2> -(52) 
i=o 

which follows from eqs.(9) and (13). With eq. 
(12) one obtains the following formula for the 
central moments Fr(x2) 

r 
A,.(X2) = 2: (-1)'.(T)·R/·m-r_i{X2 ) 

i=o . (53) 

2.6 EXAMPLE 

As an example, the overflow traffic, of a pri
mary group with n = 10 trunks and an offered 
traffic A = 10 Er!. be considered. For the 
factorial moments ~(x2)' the ordinary moments 
~(x2) and the central moments Pr(x2) of this 
traffic the following numerical values are ob
tained according to eqs.(43), (51) and (53). 
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r M:r.(x2) mr (x2) Pr(x2) 

1 2.14-6 2.146 0 
2 6.821 8.967 L~. 362 

3 26.343 48.952 10.988 
4 115.169 323.119 87.079 

5 550.261 2464.983 548.215 

3. MOMENTS OF TRAFFIC CARRIED IN FINITE 
SECONDARY GROUPS 

The method used in the previous sections for 
calculating the moments of overflow traffic 
can also be used for determining the moments 
of the traffic carried in finite secondary 
groups. For overflow systems consisting of two 
groups with full access, formulae for the 
higher order moments of the traffic carried in 
the secondary group are derived subsequently. 

The overflow system considered in this section 
is shown in fig. 2 

Fig. 2: Overflow system with two 
groups of full access 

In this overflow system, the traffic R1 over
flowing from the primary group is offered to 
a finite secondary group with n2 trunks of full 
access. The traffic which can not be handled 
in the secondary group be named R2 • For such 
an overflow system, the following equations of 
state hold true [1,3,4,15] • 

p(XC1,X2)· ;3·A 

+ P(X1,X2- 1)· r· A 

+ p (X,+~ Xl)' (X1+1)·Q 

+P (><11><2+ 1). (X,.+1)·4, 

(54) 

where 

0'= 1, if 
(321 1, if' 

;= 1, if 
o:a 1, if 

t;= 1, if 

o ~ x, ~ n1 , 

() ~ X2 !!: YI). 1 

x1+x2<n1+n2' else 

x1" 0, else 
x1=n1 and x2,t'O, else 

~<n1' else 
x2<n2 , else 

Of. .. 0 , 

f.J ::. 0 , 

0 0 
cf 0 

t; = 0 . 

ConSidering the secondary group separately, 
one obtains 

(X2+ 4)' P(X2+ 1) A· p(n11 Xl.) 
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The ordinary moments m*(x2), the central mo
ments p*(x ) and the fictorial moments ~(x2) 
of the ~ro~ability distribution in the secon
dary group are defined as 

m; (Xl) 
n2. 

~ xJ· P2(Xl ) (56) 
><2. 0 

;U; (Xl) 
nl 

{X2 - fn1*(Xl) } ~ P2 (Xl) ~ , (57) 
X2-0 

n2 

The eqs.(65) and (66)~ which already have been 
derived by U. Herzog L15)with the aid of gene
rating functions, correspond to the eqs.(22) 
and (23) in the case of the unlimited secondary 
group. 

As eq.(23) and eq.(66) are identical, eqs.(24) 
to (30) are also valid for the moments ~(x2) 
of the traffic carried in the finite secondary 
group. In particular, one obtains in analogy 
to eq.(30) 

11: (Xl) (~J).'t.' 'P2(X2) = ~ 
Xz a 0 

(58) and thus with eq.(61) 

The conditional factorial moments M;(x2 1 x1 ) 
are defined as 

n2 
L: (; )-,./. p(X1, Xl) 

)(2~O 

with the normalizing condition 

x,cO 

The overflow traffic R2 can be calculated 
according to the Erlang formula 

R2 = A· En +n (A) 
1 2-

(59) 

(60) 

(61) 

For the traffic Y2 carried in the secondary 
group holds 

Y2 = R" - 1<2 (62) 

In principle, the moments can be calcula-
ted directly according to eqs.(56), (57) and 
(58) by means of the following formula for the 
probabilities P2(x2 ) which has been derived by 
E. Brockmeyer [1] 

x=o 

where 

This paper, however, aims at moment formulae 
which are structured in a similar way as the 
well-known variance formula (16) or eqs.(43) . 
to (46b), respectively. For this purpose, the 
method used in section 2 seems to be more 
suitable than eqs.(63) and (64). Therefore, 
eqs.(63) and (64) will subsequently not be 
applied. 

The equations for the factorial moments can 
be derived from the equations of state (54) 
and (55) in full analogy to section 2.2: Mul
tiplying eq.(54) by the factor (~).r! and 
summing up for all values x2 ~ 0 ••• n2 - 1 
leads to the equation 

(65) 
"/" ~ "'. 

Similarly, multiplying eq.(55) by the factor 
(~).r! and summing up for all values x2-0 ••• ~ 

yields (x1+A4-1'")' M; (X2 I X.,) >S (x1"""')· M:(x~lx'l+"') 
-#-A, M: (X21x1-1») (66) 

o l::: x., <11" 
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(67) 

Eq.(67) represents a recursion formula for the 
factorial moments M*(x2) of the traffic carried 
in the finite seconaary group. 

Putting 

C.,._4 (68) 

and 

(69) 

eqs.(67) and (31) can be simplified to 

* M-r (Xl) *" Mr_", (X2) " Cr_" - 1>-r-" (70) 
and 

t1.,(Xl.) 11,,-1 (Xl,) 'c'r-" (71 ) 

respectively. The solution for eq. (70) is 
,.,-.." "/"-4 "f"-4 11; (>ll ) = JrC. -"#Di·lf Ci . , 
t cO 

6:'0 '"- 1"+1 
(72) 

or "/"-4 

tr-4 tr-'" ~C" 
* lfcc: LDi' 

t:O 
M1' (K2) l ' 

i~O i:o lTC: (73) 
i.o 

The validity of eq.(72) can be easily proved by 
induction, regarding that M*(x ) = 1. According 
to eqs.(32) and (68), eq.(7~) ~as the solution 

T-" 
N,. (Xl)" IT Ci i., (74) 

Combining eqs.(69), (72) and (74) one obtains 
(after rearranging terms) 

if [-f... (i~1)' ('·-'O!]. 11". (Xl) = I1r (Xl)' 1 - R2,'~ (75) 
.. ~.., l'1i (X2 ) 

Eq.(75) repre~ents an explicit formula for the 
:actor~al moments ~(X2) of the traffic carried 
1n a f1nite secondary group. The factorial mo
men~s,~(x2) (corresponding to the case of an 
inf~n7te secondary group) which occur in eq.(75) 
are g~ven by eq.(32) or eq.(43), respectively. 
CA formula for the special case of the moment 
M2(x2) has already been derived by U.Herzog [15J). 
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In connection with eq.(43), eq.(75) repr~sents 
a formula, in which the factorial moments l~(~ 
are expressed directly as a function of the" 
values A, n1 , n2 , B1 , R1 and R2 • On the other 
hand, inserting eq.~32) in eq.~75) leads to the 
formula 

(76) 

in which the factorial moments are expressed 
by means of S- polynomials. 

The ordinary moments m-ex ) of the traffic in 
the secondary group c;R b~ obtained with the 
aid of eqs.(49) and (50): 

r 
L 0r;k' M; (Xi) (77) 

k:1 

In eq.(77) the Stirling numbersSr k are given 
by eq.(50) and the factorial moments ~(x2) by 
eq. (75) 

From the ordinary moments m*(x2), the central 
moments}l*(x2) can easily b~ determined. In 
analogy tE eg. (53) one obtains 

.,. " ("I") v L' * ) L (-1)' " "2 . m-r-i (Xl , (78) 

where Y? denotes the traffic carried in the 
secondary group and the moments m*_.(x2) are 
given by eq.(77). The eqs.(77) ana.(78) repre
sent explicit formulae for the ord1nary mo
ments and central moments, respectively. 

As an expample, an overflow system with . 
n = 10 n = 10 and A = 10 Erl. be cons1de
rad. In'thfs case the following numerial !alues 
for the factorial moments M-(x?), the ord1na
ry moments m2(x2) and the cintral moments 
p-(x ) of the traffic carried in the secondary 
gfou§ are obtained according to the eqs.(76), 
(77) and (78), respectively. 

- m;(x2) p;(x2) r Mr (x2) 

1 2.127 2.127 0 

2 6.575 8.702 4.177 

3 23.709 45.561 9.279 

4 90.199 280.606 67.773 

5 336.757 1932.227 345.954 

Remark: It is well known that the state proba
b111t1es P2(x2) of a finite secondary group 
can be calculated from the factorial moments 
M;(x2) according to the following formula [7] 

- M.1t(x) 
'P2(X2) = I: (-1)-r-x2 . (;,). :/ 

7#0 ~ (79) 

As M;(x2 ) = 0 for r > n2 and (l:;) = 0 for 
r < x2 ' oneobtains the following equation 

n:l M."(x) 
P2 (X2) = 2: (_1)-r-X2. (~). ';..' 2 (80) 

7' .. ~ 

In connection with eq.(76), eq.(80) represents 
an explicit .formula ~or the state probabilities 
PZ~x2) which is somewhat simpler than the solu
t10n according to eqs.(63) and (64) by E.Brock-
1!leyer. 

lTea 

4. CONCLUSION 

In this paper it is shown that higher order 
1D.oments of overflow traffic behind groups of 
full access with offered Poisson traffic can 
be derived elem~ntarily without employing ge
nerating function~. Explicit formulae are pre
sented for factorial ~6ments, ordinary moments 
and central moments of the overflow traffic 8 .S 
well as of the t:r'affic carried in a finite se
condary group of full access. 

APPENDIX: FACTORIAL MOMEnTS OF THE TRAFFIC 
CARRIED IN THE PRIMARY GROUP 

For the primary group the following equations 
of state hold true 

(81 ) 

Multiplying eq.(81) by the factor (~l).r! and 
summing up for the values x1 = 1 •••• n1 leads 
(in analogy to section 2.2) to the equation 

(82) 

The validity of eq.(42) can easily be proved 
by induction. Calculating M~+1(x1) according 
to eq.(82) from M-(x1 ) as g1ven by eq.(42) 
leads to r 

?"' 

A'1"+-1 - R-f' L t:1)·V.'·A1"-1-V. (83) 
V:O 

Thus, if formula (42) holds true for r, it is 
also valid for r+1. As eq.(42) can be easily 
verified e.g. for r = 0 and r = 1, formula (42) 
is valid for all values r ~ O. 
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